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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a music information retrieval

(MIR) pipeline to aid musicologists in making editions

of mensural music sources. We designed this pipeline by

improving existing MIR tools and allowing for their in-

teroperability rather than implementing a new monolithic

tool. These MIR tools include technologies such as optical

music recognition (OMR), automatic voice alignment for

mensural notation, editorial correction software, and com-

putational counterpoint error detection. To ease the edito-

rial correction process necessary to obtain correctly lined-

up scores, we evaluate whether the use of counterpoint

error-detection tools makes the correction process more

efficient. While this idea has been discussed before, this

paper presents the first attempt at implementing it. The re-

sults confirm that marking illegal dissonances in the score

following the rules of Renaissance counterpoint makes the

process of editorial correction of scribal errors in Renais-

sance music more efficient by reducing the time taken and

improving the accuracy of such corrections. Moreover,

it also allowed us to catch OMR errors that had passed

through undetected at a previous step of the pipeline. This

paper is part of a larger project to preserve and increase ac-

cess to a set of Guatemalan polyphonic choirbooks through

digital images and symbolic scores.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses part of a larger project to preserve and

increase access to a set of six Guatemalan Cathedral choir-

books (the GuatC collection). 1 These choirbooks, writ-

ten in mensural notation, contain mostly sixteenth-century

polyphonic music that was copied in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries [1]. They document a continuous per-

formance tradition of sacred choral music from the Renais-

sance until the beginning of the nineteenth century and are

valuable sources for studying the transmission of music

from Europe to Latin America.

1 GuatC: Guatemala. Guatemala City. Catedral, Archivo Capitular.
Other sigla include GCA-Gc.
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Given the limited access to these manuscript sources,

it is of utmost importance to digitize and encode this cor-

pus which otherwise might be lost, damaged, or forgot-

ten. We used a set of digitization and music information

retrieval (MIR) technologies to obtain digital images and

symbolic files encoding scores with editorial corrections

for each of the pieces of the first choirbook of the collec-

tion, GuatC 1 (see Figure 1). In the process, we tested the

following three-step pipeline: (i) digitization, (ii) optical

music recognition, and (iii) automatic voice alignment &

editorial correction. The digitization step, conducted with

a do-it-yourself scanner, was discussed in a previous pub-

lication [2]. In this paper, we focus on the encoding part of

the pipeline, the last two steps.

1. Optical music recognition (OMR) & correction of

the results. We perform OMR on the images to re-

trieve a symbolic file (a Mensural MEI file) encod-

ing the music of the manuscript. We used the Music

Recognition Encoding and Transcription (MuRET)

OMR framework for this step (see Section 2.2).

2. Automatic voice alignment & editorial correc-

tions. Since we are dealing with mensural notation,

OMR is not enough to encode the full rhythmic in-

formation of the pieces and obtain a score with the

voices properly lined up (see Section 2.1). Two ad-

ditional steps are needed: (1) automatic voice align-

ment, which provides the actual duration of each

note and returns a preliminary score; and (2) ed-

itorial correction, which allows for corrections of

scribal errors, some of which can affect the align-

ment of the voices into a score. We used the Measur-

ing Polyphony (MP) Editor for this (see Section 2.3).

This process generates symbolic scores with editorial

corrections in a semi-automatic way through OMR and au-

tomatic voice alignment. The user manually corrects the

output of each step, correcting the results of the OMRÐ

the recognized symbols and their pitchesÐin MuRET and

correcting the results of the voice alignment in the MP Ed-

itor. The latter normally implies the correction of scribal

errors in the form of editorial corrections and occasional

OMR errors that went undetected in the previous step of

the pipeline. We evaluate whether the use of a tool that

identifies illegal dissonances in Renaissance counterpoint

(see Section 2.4) helps in the correction of this last step of

the pipeline. The goal of this MIR pipeline is to aid mu-

sicologists in making editions of mensural music sources,
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with the last step aimed to reduce the challenge of aligning

(possibly error-ridden) polyphonic parts by automatically

scoring up the voices and by flagging areas of special at-

tention to the human editorÐgiven how time-consuming

it can be to find scribal errors. While the idea of using

counterpoint rules to detect errors in the original mensu-

ral sources has been mentioned before [3], it has not been

implemented yet. This paper provides the first attempt at

its implementation and evaluation by conducting a small

experiment to test our hypothesis.

Figure 1: Example of a piece in GuatC 1. The voices

are written in choirbook layout, where each voice is in a

different area of the book opening.

2. BACKGROUND

The GuatC collection consists of a set of six manuscript

choirbooks written in mensural notation. The first three

books have been inventoried [4±6], and the fourth one has

been fully transcribed [6]. An overview of the whole col-

lection was presented in [1] and a full inventory is ex-

pected [7]. Microfilm images for the first three books were

created in the 1980s [8, pp. 3±4]; however, these images

are of low quality, with cropped areas and missing folios.

We decided to test the MIR pipeline presented in Sec-

tion 1 with the first choirbook (GuatC 1, one of the best-

preserved manuscripts). The GuatC 1 is a book of masses.

It contains twelve masses and fifteen short polyphonic

pieces. Eight of the masses are from sixteenth-century

composers, one mass is by a seventeenth-century com-

poser, another by an eighteenth-century one, and two by

composers whose period of activity remains unknown. On

the other hand, most of the short polyphonic pieces are

anonymous. Modern transcriptions of ten of the masses

and four of the short pieces can be found in the Choral

Public Domain Library (CPDL) wiki, although the prove-

nance of the materials on which the transcriptions were

based is shrouded in contradictory accounts. 2

2 The account found at the Música Colonial Archive page
(https://www.cpdl.org/wiki/index.php/Música_Colonial_Archive) cannot
be corroborated by the Centro de Investigaciones Regionales de
Mesoamérica (CIRMA), the institution that holds the original microfilms,
as indicated by the director of CIRMA’s historical archive (Thelma Por-
res, personal communication, November 2018).

2.1 Mensural Notation and the Voice-Alignment Issue

Mensural notation was used for polyphonic music in Eu-

rope from the thirteenth to the seventeenth centuries. In

triple meter, the duration of the notes in mensural notation

depends on the context (i.e., the notes preceding or follow-

ing), as shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2a, the same note

shape has two different durational values, a ternary value,

which is called perfect, and a binary value, which is called

imperfect. In Figure 2b, another note shape represents two

different durations, a regular one and an altered one where

the note has twice the duration of its regular value. These

three durational values of notes, perfect, imperfect, and al-

tered, are common in fourteenth- to sixteenth-century men-

sural notation.

(a) Same note shape with a perfect (P; triple) and imperfect (I;
duple) value.

(b) Same note shape with a regular (one beat) and altered (A;
two beats) value.

Figure 2: Example of the different durational values of

notes given the context. Both (a) and (b) show an example

in mensural notation and its modern transcription below.

The context-dependent duration of mensural notes, to-

gether with the separate-parts layout of most mensural mu-

sic (e.g., the choirbook layout shown in Figure 1), makes

it difficult to know what notes are sounding at the same

time in the different voices. We implemented an algorithm

to compute the duration of notes based on the context and

present the piece lined up in a score [9]. This algorithm

is referred to as ªautomatic voice alignmentº or ªauto-

matic scoring upº of mensural music. After scoring up the

voices, it is still necessary to account for errors (e.g., miss-

ing or wrong values for notes and rests) to have a correct

score. The scoring up of the piece helps to identify OMR

and scribal errors that are obscured by the separate-parts

arrangement of the music.

2.2 The Music Recognition Encoding and

Transcription OMR Framework (MuRET)

There are a few OMR frameworks for early music, in-

cluding the OMR workflow used by the SIMSSA project

through the Rodan workflow manager with the Neon edi-

tor [10±13], the OMMR4all framework [14], Aruspix [15],
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and MuRET [16, 17]. MuRET, a framework developed by

David Rizo at the University of Alicante as part of the His-

pamus Project [18], is the only one with support for hand-

written mensural notation. 3

As with other OMR tools, MuRET provides informa-

tion on the pitch and shape of notes as part of its work-

flow and allows the user to correct the recognized sym-

bols. It also has support for encoding the imperfect / per-

fect / altered durational values of mensural notes, though

these values are not retrieved automaticallyÐas in the case

of pitches and note shapesÐand instead have to be entered

manually in **mensÐa Humdrum format for mensural no-

tation [19]Ðusing MuRET’s interface.

At the end of the OMR process, the user can export the

encoded music into MEI (Music Encoding Initiative)Ða

symbolic file format that has support for encoding mensu-

ral notation [20]. It is possible to export two kinds of MEI

files in MuRET, score-based and parts-based. The score-

based file has the voices stacked and aligned based on the

duration of the notes; however, for the notes to be correctly

lined up, the user must have provided the durational values

for the notes in **mens (i.e., include imperfections and al-

terations). The parts-based file provides the music encoded

as separate parts (just as in the original sources), encoding

only pitch and note-shape information for each note. The

information about the notes’ imperfect, perfect, or altered

values is calculated by the next tool in the MIR pipeline,

the MP Editor, which will return the score-based Mensural

MEI file.

2.3 The Measuring Polyphony Editor (MP Editor)

The MP Editor is an online editor for mensural no-

tation [21], developed under the Measuring Polyphony

Project directed by Karen Desmond. 4 Until recently,

this was the only mensural notation editor that performed

automatic voice alignment, 5 a functionality that I im-

plemented. The MP Editor takes in a series of notes

(i.e., pitches and note shape) and automatically lines up

the voices into a score using a re-implementation of the

scoring-up script in [9]; additionally, after scoring up the

voices, the MP Editor allows the user to perform editorial

corrections. In a previous paper, I presented the work done

to use MuRET’s parts-based output as MP Editor’s input,

which allows for a complete and semi-automatic pipeline

of the scoring up of each piece of the GuatC 1 corpus [23].

2.4 The Dissonance Filter (DF)

The goal of this article is to evaluate the efficiency of

using counterpoint error markers while making editorial

corrections in the last step of the MIR pipeline. On a

previous paper, I presented the work done to integrate

humlibÐHumdrum’s data-parsing libraryÐwithin the MP

3 https://muret.dlsi.ua.es/muret/#/home
4 https://editor.measuringpolyphony.org
5 Imperfections and alterations are entered manually in the editor from

the Computerized Mensural Music Editing (CMME) project. The new
Mensural Rhythm Interpretation Tool (MeRIT) automatically scores up
the piece, but its focus is on introspection and pedagogical use and not on
producing an edited score [22].

Editor [23], 6 which allows humlib’s Renaissance disso-

nance filter to label the dissonant notes. 7 The complete

list of dissonance labels available in the filter can be con-

sulted on the Verovio Humdrum Viewer (VHV) page. 8 In

the MP Editor, the DF marks the dissonances in the score,

and makes a distinction between the legal (e.g., passing

tones, lower/upper neighbours, and suspensions) and ille-

gal dissonances, rendering the former in blue and the latter

in orange. From the set of dissonance labels presented in

the VHV documentation page, the ones considered illegal

(and rendered in orange font) are Z/z, Y/y, L/l, and x. For

an example of how the DF labels the dissonances in the

MP Editor, see Figures 3±5.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Preparation

We randomly selected fifteen pieces from the GuatC 1

manuscript, where each piece was either a mass movement

or a short polyphonic piece. The fifteen pieces represent

around 20% of the total corpus. To ease the editorial work

in the MP Editor, we subdivided the long mass movements

into smaller units that we called ªself-contained units.º

Here, we are considering as a ªlong movementº anything

that has more than two openings (i.e., four pages) in the

manuscript. We defined the ªself-contained unitº as the

minimum number of consecutive sections (one or more)

that start at a page beginning and end at a page ending.

This definition was needed because we had to face the

problem of handling sections whose beginning or end do

not correspond to the beginning or ending of an image (i.e.,

a page) since MuRET can only produce an MEI output

from a set of one or more selected images.

We obtained a total of 23 self-contained units and di-

vided these into two datasets: a DF Dataset where the

dissonance filter would be activated during the correction

process, and a NDF Dataset where no dissonance filter

would be used during correction. To guarantee a balanced

dataset, we arranged for the DF and NDF datasets to have

the same average number of measures, voices, and illegal

dissonances. We also made sure that each dataset had close

to the same number of CPDL transcriptions to use as a

reference, providing another musician’s interpretation of

where the mistakes are found and how to fix them.

Table 1 shows the pieces in the two datasets. The first

column contains the name of the self-contained unit (e.g.,

Missa9.2_Gloria1), which shows the mass number in the

inventory table of the GuatC 1 found in [25] (e.g., Missa9

for the 9th mass in GuatC 1), the movement number and

name (e.g., Missa9.2_Gloria1 indicates the second move-

ment in the mass, which is always a Gloria), and the unit

number within that movement (the first unit of the Gloria).

6 https://github.com/craigsapp/humlib
7 This filter was developed by Alex Morgan for the Josquin Research

Project (https://josquin.stanford.edu). It is based on Peter
Schubert’s book on modal counterpoint [24].

8 https://doc.verovio.humdrum.org/filter/

dissonant/
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3.2 Experiment Setup and Evaluation Procedure

The experiment was conducted by a Bachelor of Music stu-

dent with a major in voice and a minor in early music. She

has knowledge of mensural notation and counterpoint from

courses in paleography and Renaissance musicianship, in

addition to her participation in early-music vocal ensem-

bles. She corrected each piece following these steps: (1)

look at the ends of phrases and sections to see if the voices

line up at the cadence in order to determine if there is a

note value missing earlier in the piece; and (2) look at the

notes preceding that cadence, this would mean looking at

all these notes in the NDF Dataset, while focusing on the

places with orange labels and the notes preceding them in

the DF Dataset. She was also instructed to report the cor-

rection time for each piece, annotate any comments about

the piece that she considered relevant, and provide the files

downloaded from the MP Editor at the end of the correc-

tion process. Although most of the corrections at this point

in the MIR pipeline should be editorial, we asked the ex-

perimenter to still keep an eye out for OMR errors.

We recorded the correction time per piece, the time in-

vested in the correction of the pieces per dataset (DF and

NDF), and the accuracy of those corrections. While the av-

erage correction time of the DF and NDF datasets is easy

to obtain, analyzing the accuracy of the corrections is more

involved. To study the accuracy of the corrections, we used

three sets of files: (1) the OMR scored-up files obtained by

uploading the OMR Parts-based MEI file into the MP Ed-

itor and exporting the score with no corrections; (2) the

scores corrected by the experimenter; and (3) the CPDL

scores. We compared the OMR scores against the experi-

menter’s scores to identify the experimenter’s corrections.

And we compared the experimenter’s scores against the

CPDL scores to identify discrepancies between the two

transcriptions. 9 While the CPDL scores cannot be consid-

ered ground truth, they record another musician’s ideas

about mistakes in the sources, and help in the process of

checking the experimenter’s corrections. Whenever we

found a discrepancy, we analyzed both versions (the ex-

perimenter’s and the CPDL’s) and chose the best solution,

always favoring the one that removed ªtrueº illegal dis-

sonance labels and that guaranteed imitation and motivic

consistency. 10 Here, we are distinguishing between ªtrueº

and ªfalseº illegal dissonances, where true illegal disso-

nances are notes that are correctly labelled as such (i.e.,

true positives) and, on the other hand, false illegal disso-

nances are actually legal dissonances that are incorrectly

classified by the DF (i.e., false positives). We also re-

uploaded the experimenter’s files into the MP Editor and

activated the DF on her files to check if there were any

orange labels left to determine whether these were coun-

terpoint errors missed by the experimenter or if they were

9 The OMR and the experimenter’s scores are encoded in MEI, while
the CPDL scores are in MusicXML. Therefore, to compare them, we
wrote transformation scripts for both formats to convert them into text
files that encode the notes in each voice as a sequence of tokens and then
compared these text files using a diff tool.

10 Imitation refers to repeated melodic motifs in different voices, typical
of sacred polyphony.

ªfalseº illegal dissonances. We found a few instances of

these false illegal dissonances as reported in Section 4.1.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There are two types of results in this experiment: (1) the

average correction time of the NDF and DF datasets, which

can be seen in Table 1; and (2) the experimenter score files,

which are stored in GitHub. 11

NDF Dataset

Self-contained

Units
CPDL

Number of Time

(min)M V IllD

Missa8.4_Sanctus0 yes 29 4 9 8

Missa9.2_Gloria1 yes 44 4 46 13

Missa9.2_Gloria2 yes 37 4 8 17

Missa10.1_Kyrie0 part 71 4 4 18

Missa10.3_Credo1 yes 67 4 64 16

Missa10.5_AgnusI0 yes 23 4 2 7

Missa15.3_Credo2 yes 6 4 43 15

Missa15.3_Credo3 yes 48 3 0 15

Missa16.4_Sanctus2 yes 13 4 17 11

Missa17.5_Agnus0 yes 26 4 1 6

Piece21_Surrexit0 no 17 5 21 10

Average 39.2 4 19.5 12.4

Standard Deviation 4.2

DF Dataset

Self-contained

Units
CPDL

Number of Time

(min)M V IllD

Missa7.4_Sanctus1 no 29 4 0 1

Missa7.4_Sanctus2 no 50 4 52 10

Missa9.6_AgnusII0 yes 35 5 14 7

Missa10.3_Credo2 yes 40 4 3 2

Missa10.3_Credo3 yes 64 4 17 30

Missa13.5_Agnus0 yes 30 4 6 6

Missa14.1_Kyrie0 yes 56 4 23 7

Missa15.1_Kyrie0 yes 44 4 0 1

Missa15.3_Credo1 yes 64 4 61 2

Missa16.4_Sanctus1 yes 22 4 2 1

Missa16.4_Sanctus3 yes 27 3 16 9

Piece25_Surrexit0 yes 15 4 13 6

Average 39.7 4 17.3 6.8

Standard Deviation 8.0

Table 1: Voice-alignment correction time for each piece

in the No Dissonance Filter (NDF) Dataset and the Disso-

nance Filter (DF) Dataset. The pieces shaded in gray did

not require correction. The M stands for measures, V for

voices, IllD for illegal dissonances, and the CPDL column

indicates if a modern transcription exists on CPDL.

11 https://github.com/martha-thomae/GuatC1/tree/

Experiment/MPeditor_files/Score_files
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4.1 Discussion

By analyzing the corrections made to the individual pieces

and looking at their correction times, the following points

become apparent:

1. The use of the DF reduces the correction time. As

shown in Table 1, the use of the DF reduces the cor-

rection time from 12.4 to 6.8 minutes, almost halving

it. However, the standard deviation of the DF Dataset

is high compared to the one in the NDF Dataset. This

is due to an outlier in the DF Dataset. While the cor-

rection time for all pieces in the DF Dataset is in the

1±10 minute range, the Missa10.3_Credo3 correction

time is 30 minutes. Details about this mass will be pro-

vided later in point 4 below. Removing this outlier from

the DF Dataset reduces the average correction time to

4.7 minutes (and the standard deviation is reduced from

8.0 to 3.4). Eliminating the outlier reduces the correc-

tion time with the DF to almost a third of the correction

time for the NDF. Moreover, for pieces that have around

the same amount of informationÐnumber of measures,

voices, and illegal dissonancesÐand that did not re-

quire any corrections (see grey entries in Table 1), the

reduction in time when using the DF is considerable.

The pieces in grey with 26 and 29 measures took the

experimenter 6 minutes to correct without the DF, and

1 minute with the DF. Similarly, the pieces with 48 and

44 measures took the experimenter 15 minutes without

the DF and 1 minute with the DF, despite the fact that

the latter (the piece in the DF data) has an extra voice.

2. The use of the DF increases accuracy in the correc-

tion. There were numerous cases where the experi-

menter made a rhythmic change too late. 12 An exam-

ple is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the orig-

inal manuscript reading of Missa15.3_Credo2. Look-

ing at this scored-up version of the piece, the exper-

imenter noticed that the cadence to G at the end of

the example was not correct and knew that she had to

cut a minim in the alto voice sometime before the ca-

dence. Her correction, halving a semibreve in measure

14, is shown in Figure 3b. This change still resulted in

an illegal dissonance, however, shown in Figure 3b by

the orange ªzº under the Bb in the bass (not shown in

the experimenter’s NDF dataset). The rhythmic change

should have been made a few measures before (in mea-

sure 12), as shown in Figure 3c. While the experi-

menter’s correction removes all following illegal dis-

sonances (Figure 3b), it still leaves the ones preceding

it. The DF would have shown her where to lookÐjust

before the first orange labelÐto change the note value.

This change matches the CPDL correction.

3. The DF not only aids in identifying scribal errors

but also OMR errors that affect the voice alignment.

For pieces where MURET missed a note, or assigned

the wrong value of a note or rest in the manuscript,

12 This happened in Missa7.4_Sanctus2, Missa15.3_Credo2, and
Missa16.4_Sanctus3.

(a) Original reading.

(b) Experimenter’s version. (c) Correct version.

Figure 3: Missa15.3_Credo2 beginning at measure 12.

The circled semibreve in measure 14 is the one halved by

the experimenter, while the circled semibreve in measure

12 is the one that should have been halved. Clefs from top

to bottom: G, G, suboctave G, suboctave G.

the DF helped to identify the missing or incorrect sym-

bol. 13 Although these pieces were part of the NDF

Dataset (where the DF was not used during the exper-

iment), applying the DF on the scored-up OMR file

could have saved the experimenter some time as the

orange labels help in noticing these errors. By find-

ing the first orange label and checking the manuscript

around that spot, the experimenter would have realized

that a note/rest in the manuscript was missing (or had

the wrong value) in the rendered file.

4. Style issue ± Eighteenth-century works. The DF

was not designed to handle eighteenth-century compo-

sitional style. Mass 10 is the only mass in the cor-

pus that we know was composed in the eighteenth cen-

tury. In many of its self-contained units, one can see

the use of seventh chords and ties. 14 In this mass, the

DF did not work well, because dissonances that are il-

legal in Renaissance style are legal in the eighteenth

century. The experimenter pointed out a passage in

Missa10.3_Credo3, which took her 30 minutes to cor-

rect. She invested a lot of time trying to figure out how

13 This happened in Missa9.2_Gloria1, Missa9.2_Gloria2, and
Missa10.3_Credo1.

14 Seventh chords are found in Missas10.1_Kyrie0 (measure 4),
Missa10.3_Credo1 (measures 11, 12, and 39), Missa10.3_Credo3 (mea-
sure 20), and Missa10.5_AgnusI0 (measure 16). While ties are found in
Missa10.3_Credo1 and Missa10.3_Credo3.
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to get rid of the orange labels and finally left the passage

as it was. This was the correct decision as this passage

combines Baroque and Renaissance styles, with seventh

chords (see Figure 4), such as the third inversion sev-

enth chord over the red ªD,º shown by the orange ªy.º

Figure 4: Passage where the experimenter invested a lot of

time in Missa10.3_Credo3. It is a combination of Renais-

sance and Baroque style with fake suspensions and seventh

chords. Clefs from top to bottom: G, suboctave G, sub-

octave G, F.

5. False illegal dissonances. Rearticulations, minims and

semiminims doubling the pitch class of the agent, and

extremely short notes like fusas are wrongly labelled as

illegal dissonances. This is an issue to correct on the

dissonance filter.

Finally, our methodology of re-uploading the file cor-

rected during the experiment, activating the DF, and look-

ing for illegal dissonances left allowed us to catch an error

missed by both the experimenter and the CPDL transcriber.

Moreover, our methodology of looking for imitative tex-

tures allowed us to easily correct this error (see Figure 5).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a MIR pipeline designed to ob-

tain corrected symbolic scores for the pieces of a set of

Guatemalan choirbooks, and we tested it on the first of

these books (GuatC 1). We also presented a way to facil-

itate correcting the results of the last step of this pipeline,

the automatic alignment of the mensural voices recognized

by the OMR, conducted in the MP Editor. We used the dis-

sonance filter from the humlib library within the MP Editor

to highlight illegal dissonances according to the rules of

Renaissance counterpoint. Our findings reveal that using

the dissonance filter as a counterpoint error marker for the

scoring up of Renaissance music facilitated the spotting of

scribal errors and even some OMR errors that went unde-

tected in the previous step of the MIR pipeline. Using the

MP Editor and the dissonance filter, the user can see the

scored-up OMR file, look for the first illegal dissonance

Figure 5: Experimenter and CPDL version of the Christe

section of Missa10.1_Kyrie0 with the DF turned on. The

alto’s A marked by an orange Z label is an undetected er-

ror by the experimenter and the CPDL transcriber. Mov-

ing this note down to a G results in imitation of the other

voices, marked in green boxes. Clefs from top to bottom:

G, suboctave G, suboctave G, F.

(i.e., the first orange label in the MP Editor), and evalu-

ate if there is an OMR or a scribal error at or before this

point. The use of the DF reduces the correction time (to

almost a third) and increases the accuracy of the correction

process for pieces written in Renaissance style. Further

improvements in the time and accuracy of the corrections

could be obtained by improving the DF (i.e., resolving the

issue of false illegal dissonances). The DF proved to be

sensitive to changes in style, as shown in the eighteenth-

century mass of the corpus that combines Baroque and Re-

naissance styles. Future work consists of extending the fil-

ter to work on non-Renaissance music.

In conducting this work, the first author has collabo-

rated with the developers of MuRET, MP Editor, and hum-

lib, improving these tools’ support for mensural notation

and allowing for their interoperability. Interested students

and scholars can use the presented MIR pipeline to retrieve

editorial music scores for other mensural sources semi-

automatically. The OMR part of the proposed pipeline can

be substituted by any other OMR tool for mensural nota-

tion (e.g., Aruspix) as long as its output conforms with the

input expected by the MP Editor [23]. Although this ex-

periment was small, it already showed promising results.

The following steps would include replicating these find-

ings with more musicologists and exploring other counter-

point errors (e.g., parallel perfect intervals).
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